Abstract

Blocks World is a logical planning game. While it has been widely used in the field of artificial intelligence, it has also received some backlash due to the artificial nature of the game. In this thesis, we analyse a slightly more realistic variation of Blocks World, in an attempt to make Blocks World results more useful in the real world. Most notably, this variation puts a limit on the scale of Blocks World. We show how to verify whether problems of this variation are solvable, and provide an algorithm that solves these problems. We also prove that finding an optimal solution for this variation is NP-hard, putting this problem in the same complexity class as most other versions of Blocks World.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

One of the most well-known planning domains in artificial intelligence is Blocks World, where the goal is to build one or more vertical stacks of blocks. Blocks World is an instance of a 'toy problem': a problem that does not have all the complexity of a real-world problem [13]. The simplicity of toy problems make them useful to compare the performance of different algorithms and heuristics, as well as being crucial in fields such as game design. However, toy problems such as Blocks World can also have a negative connotation [16]. One might think toy problems are too artificial to be useful in practice. Conversely, one might try to use the solution of a toy problem in the real world, without considering the limitations of this solution.

While there are several known versions of Blocks World, the bulk of the current research has been on the most basic version, Elementary Blocks World (EBW). In this paper we will present a different variation, Confined Blocks World (CBW), which is meant to be a slightly more realistic variation of Blocks World. The main difference between these versions is that, unlike EBW, CBW puts a limit on both the number of stacks of blocks and the height of these stacks. As the real world also has these limits, knowledge about CBW can help bridge the gap between Blocks World and real-world problems (for example: sorting boxes in a warehouse, which clearly has a limited capacity). We will provide an algorithm that can solve CBW problems, and we will show that finding an optimal solution for CBW problems is NP-hard (similar to EBW).

We will start by explaining how exactly Blocks World works, and what is currently known about it (chapter 2). We will then introduce and define Confined Blocks World, and present our main findings about this variation, such as our algorithm to solve problems and the hardness of finding an optimal solution (chapter 3). We will discuss existing literature related to this subject (chapter 4), and conclude our research (chapter 5).
Chapter 2

Background

2.1 What is Blocks World?

2.1.1 Elementary Blocks World

The most well-known and basic version of Blocks World is Elementary Blocks World (EBW) [11]. EBW is about cube-shaped blocks, which can be stacked on top of each other by placing a block precisely on top of another block. A vertical stack of one or more blocks is also called a ‘tower’ of blocks.

An EBW ‘state’ consists of a finite number of blocks, which are stacked into towers on top of a table.

A state can only be changed by moving a block from the top of a tower, either onto another tower or to the table (and thus creating a new tower). Only a single block can be moved at a time.

An EBW problem consists of two states: an initial state and a goal state. The main objective is to move the blocks, one at a time, from the initial state to the goal state. Ideally this is done in the least amount of moves possible. A simple EBW problem and its solution can be seen in figure 2.1.

Other properties of EBW are:

- The table may hold an unbounded number of towers. This means all blocks can be on the table simultaneously.
- Towers may consist of an unbounded number of blocks. This means all blocks can be in the same tower.
- Every block is unique; a state cannot have more than 1 of the same block.
- Every block has the same size. This means every block is either on top of a single other block or on the table.
- The positioning of the towers on the table is irrelevant.
2.1.2 Other versions of Blocks World

While EBW is the most widely used and well-known version of Blocks World, there are also several other versions that have been researched throughout the years. Some notable examples of these are:

- The original Blocks World used by Winograd [18], which contained blocks of different sizes, colors and shapes, such as pyramids.

- Varying Block-Size Blocks World (VBW) [11], an adaptation of EBW. As the name suggests blocks can have different sizes, and as a result multiple blocks can sit on top of a single other block.

- Limited Table-Size Blocks World (LBW) [11], an adaptation of EBW where the table is only large enough to hold a certain number of towers.

- Varying Block-Size, Limited Table-Size Blocks World (VLBW) [11], which combines the elements of both VBW and LBW.

- The version of Blocks World used by Chenoweth [6]. This version is also similar to EBW, but here blocks are not necessarily unique. This means blocks can appear multiple times in a single problem.

2.2 Solving Blocks World

In this section we will broadly describe what is currently known about solving Blocks World problems. There are two main things to focus on: finding any solution, and finding an optimal solution. A solution is optimal if the number of blocks getting moved during the solution is the lowest possible; this means it is impossible to solve the problem in fewer moves than that of an optimal solution. Note that a single block getting moved multiple times counts as multiple moves. The amount of blocks in a given Blocks World problem generally gets indicated with $n$, so we will do the same in this section.
2.2.1 Finding any solution

Finding any solution to EBW (or any other variation where the table size is unbounded) is trivial: since the table is large enough to hold every block simultaneously, any problem can simply be solved by moving every block to the table first, and then building the goal state from the ground up. We can conclude the following:

For any Blocks World version where the table is large enough to hold all blocks simultaneously, a solution of $2n$ moves can easily be found.

Finding a solution when the table size is limited is a bit more tricky. For LBW one can kind of simulate the table by first moving all blocks to two temporary towers. Whenever a block is needed for the goal state, move all blocks above that block to the other temporary tower, and then move the now-free block to its position in the goal state. This method can solve LBW problems in $O(n \log n)$ moves. More details can be found in [11].

Finding any solution for VLBW is a lot harder, but how hard exactly this is has not been explored.

2.2.2 Finding an optimal solution

Unlike finding any solution, finding an optimal solution of a Blocks World problem is very hard. This can be shown by analyzing the decision problem: 'Given a Blocks World problem and a positive integer $L$, is there a solution that solves the problem in $L$ moves or less?'.

For EBW, this decision problem has been proven to be NP-complete [11]. Thus, finding an optimal solution for EBW problems is NP-hard. A similar result has been found for VBW and LBW. For VLBW however, the decision problem was just found to be NP-hard. For some VLBW problems the shortest solution has exponential length, so there is no NP-time algorithm that can find an optimal solution for all VLBW problems [11].

Chenoweth proved NP-completeness for the decision problem of his version, so finding an optimal solution is also NP-hard for Blocks World problems with duplicate blocks [6].

While finding an optimal solution for EBW is NP-hard, polynomial time algorithms have been found that come close to finding an optimal solution. [11] describes an algorithm that runs in $O(n^3)$ time, which solves CBW problems in no more than twice the length of the optimal plan. [16] improves the implementation of this algorithm to make it run in $O(n)$ time. It also introduces two other algorithms that run in $O(n)$ time, of which the most efficient one finds a solution that is on average only 1.05 times as long as the optimal solution.
Chapter 3

Confined Blocks World

In this chapter we will analyse Blocks World with a limit on both the number of towers and the height of the towers. We call this variation of blocks world Confined Blocks World (CBW). We denote the maximum height of the towers as $h$, and the maximum number of towers as $m$. Since there is a limit on the size of the table, finding any solution for a CBW problem is not trivial. On top of that, the limit on the tower height means the trick used for finding an LBW solution cannot be used here either. We will provide an algorithm that can solve CBW problems (if a solution is actually possible), and show how hard finding an optimal solution for CBW problems is.

We will denote a CBW state as a ‘configuration’. Such a configuration can be seen as a grid with $h$ rows and $m$ columns, where every block has to be within that grid. An example can be seen in figure 3.1, where $h = m = 3$.

![Figure 3.1: A simple CBW problem](image.png)
3.1 Definitions

3.1.1 Configuration

As stated above, a CBW configuration is visualised as a grid with \( h \) rows and \( m \) columns. We define row 1 as the bottom row, row \( h \) as the top row, etc. Similarly we define column 1 as the left-most column, column \( m \) as the right-most column, etc. Position \((x, y)\) indicates the slot at column \( x \) and row \( y \).

A CBW configuration is built from a set of blocks \( B \). \( 0 \) indicates an empty slot, so \( 0 \not\in B \).

**Definition 3.1 (Configuration)**

We formally define a configuration \( C \) as a total function:

\[
C : \{1, ..., m\} \times \{1, ..., h\} \to B \cup \{0\}, \text{ where } \\
\forall (i, j) \in \{1, ..., m\} \times \{1, ..., h\} : (C(i, j) = 0 \land j < h) \to C(i, j + 1) = 0
\]

Note that every block in a CBW configuration is unique, meaning the part of function \( C \) with codomain \( B \) is injective.

We can then identify a block in 2 ways: by its position in the configuration it’s in, or by its name. A block with name ‘NAME’ will be represented by \([NAME]\). For example, in figure 3.1 we have \( I(3, 2) = [F] \), and \( I(3, 3) = 0 \).

Bear in mind that a side effect of this notation is that columns have a specific position in a configuration, which is not the case for towers in an EBW state.

3.1.2 Auxiliary functions

**Auxiliary 3.1 (top)**

The function \( \text{top}(x, C) \) indicates the height of the highest block in column \( x \) in configuration \( C \). In more formal terms:

\[
\text{top}(x, C) = \max\{ j \in \{1, ..., h\} | C(x, j) \in B \}
\]

This means \( \forall i \in \{1, ..., m\} : (\text{top}(i, C) = h) \lor (C(i, \text{top}(i, C) + 1) = 0) \).

In figure 3.1 we get \( \text{top}(3, I) = 2 \), and \( \text{top}(3, G) = 3 \).

**Auxiliary 3.2 (clear)**

A block is said to be clear if it is free to be moved. In other words, a block is clear if there are no blocks on top of it. To reflect this we define the function \( \text{clear}(b, C) \), which returns True if block \( b \) is clear in configuration \( C \). For example, in figure 3.1 we get \( \text{clear}([A], I) = \text{False} \), and \( \text{clear}([D], I) = \text{True} \).
Auxiliary 3.3 (pos)
Lastly, we define the function $\text{pos}(b, C)$, which returns the position of a block $b$ in configuration $C$. So $\text{pos}(b, C) = (x, y)$ when $C(x, y) = b$. For example, in figure 3.1 we have $\text{Pos}([D], I) = (1, 2)$ and $\text{Pos}([D], G) = (3, 3)$.

3.1.3 Moving blocks

Like every Blocks World variant, the only possible action for CBW is moving a block. A CBW configuration can therefore only be changed by moving a single block from one column to another. We call this a 'basic move', which we define as follows:

Definition 3.2 (move)

We define a basic move with the function $\text{move}(x_S, x_D, C)$, which moves the highest block in column $x_S$ to column $x_D$ in configuration $C$. The move function is only possible if $C(x_S, 1) \in B \land C(x_D, h) = 0$. This function results in a new configuration $C'$ where:

$C'(x_S, \text{top}(x_S, C)) = 0$,

$C'(x_D, \text{top}(x_D, C)) + 1 = C(x_S, \text{top}(x_S, C))$, and

$C'(i, j) = C(i, j)$ for every other slot.

The problem in figure 3.1 can be solved in a single basic move. We get $G = \text{move}(1, 3, I)$.

3.2 Solving CBW

A CBW problem can be indicated as $(I, G)$, where $I$ is the initial CBW configuration, and $G$ is the goal configuration. The aim of a CBW problem is to transform $I$ into $G$ with a sequence of basic moves. Here, the maximum height $h$ and table size $m$ should be the same for $I$ and $G$. For a problem to be solvable, clearly the set of blocks $B$ should also be the same for $I$ and $G$. We will therefore only look at CBW problems where this is indeed the case. The number of blocks in a problem will be indicated by $n$, so $n = |B|$.

One last assumption we make is that for all CBW problems $m > 2$ holds (more info on this can be found in section 3.2.5).

3.2.1 Solvability

However even with the rules described above, not every CBW problem is solvable. Consider the example in figure 3.2. Here it is impossible to ever move block [A] to a different position, since the only way to make block [A] clear is by filling up the other two columns completely. This means the problem cannot be solved. As we can see, the number of blocks $n$ is simply too high for the given dimensions $m$ and $h$ to solve to problem.


**Figure 3.2:** An unsolvable CBW problem

**Lemma 1:** If \( n \leq h(m - 1) \) holds for a CBW configuration \( C \), any block in \( C \) is able to be moved to a different position eventually.

**Proof:** Let \( C \) be a CBW configuration for which \( n \leq h(m - 1) \) holds, and \( C(x,y) \) be the block we want to move. Let \( r \) be the number of blocks in column \( x \), so \( r = \text{top}(x,C) \). Since \( n \leq h(m - 1) \), and the total number of slots in any CBW configuration is \( m \cdot h \), we get that the number of empty slots in \( C \) is \( m \cdot h - n \geq m \cdot h - h(m - 1) = h \). There are at least \( h \) empty slots in \( C \), and there are \( h - r \) empty slots in column \( x \). This means there are at least \( h - (h - r) = r \) empty slots in other columns. Since column \( x \) has \( r \) blocks, we can move every block in column \( x \) to a different column, including block \( C(x,y) \).

As we can see, if a CBW configuration has at least \( h \) empty slots, we can guarantee that every block can be moved. If we look at the problem in figure 3.2 again we find that \( m = 3 \), \( h = 4 \) and \( n = 9 \). We get that there are \( m \cdot h - n = 3 \) empty slots in the configuration. And indeed \( 3 < h \), so some blocks cannot be moved to a different position (specifically, the blocks in the bottom row). For this problem it holds that \( n = h(m - 1) + 1 \). From this and lemma 1 we can conclude that that \( n = h(m - 1) \) is indeed the highest \( n \) can be to guarantee that every block can be moved.

If there are \( h \) empty slots in a configuration, we know that every block can at least be moved. But the question still remains if all CBW problems with \( h \) or more empty slots can be solved. To answer this we need to try finding an algorithm that solves all CBW problems for which \( n \leq h(m - 1) \).

We tried two approaches for this: building the goal configuration up column by column, and building the goal configuration up row by row.

The first approach works if all columns in the goal configuration have the same number of blocks, but it can lead to trouble if there are columns with \( h \)
blocks. Consider the problem in figure 3.3. The leftmost column is finished, so moving a block away from there would seem to be counterproductive. However, switching blocks B and D for the middle column is impossible without moving block E at some point.

![Initial Configuration](image1.png)

![Goal Configuration](image2.png)

Figure 3.3: A tricky CBW problem

The second approach on the other hand does always work. We came up with an algorithm that uses this approach to solve any CBW problem for which \( n \leq h(m - 1) \). This algorithm does this in no more than \( 3hn + 6n \) basic moves. For simplicity, we will denote this function as \( F(h, n) \) for the rest of this chapter:

\[
F(h, n) = 3hn + 6n
\]

We can now prove the following theorem:

**Theorem:** For any CBW problem \((I, G)\) where \( n \leq h(m - 1) \), the initial configuration \( I \) can be transformed to the goal configuration \( G \) in no more than \( F(h, n) \) basic moves.

To prove the above theorem, we define the algorithm for \( \text{solve}(I, G) \), which solves any CBW problem \((I, G)\) where \( n \leq h(m - 1) \). We will first define the functions \( \text{HMove} \) and \( \text{VMove} \), which will be centerpieces of this algorithm. Both these functions use a series of basic moves to move a block from an initial position \((x_S, y_S)\) to another position \((x_D, y_D)\). \( \text{HMove} \) is used if \( x_S \neq x_D \), and \( \text{VMove} \) is used if \( x_S = x_D \). These functions could be combined into a single function, but for clarity we separate them here.

For both of these functions \( n \leq h(m - 1) \) is a requirement, so we assume this holds for the rest of this section.
3.2.2 HMove

HMove($x_S, y_S, x_D, y_D, C$) moves block $C(x_S, y_S)$ to position $(x_D, y_D)$, where $x_S \neq x_D$. This function can be used whenever the following properties hold:
- $C(x_S, y_S) \in B$
- $1 \leq x_D \leq m$
- $1 \leq y_D \leq h$
- $y_D \leq \text{top}(x_D, C)$ ∨ $y_D = \text{top}(x_D, C) + 1$

Our implementation of HMove with explanation can be found in appendix A.1.

Using $C' = \text{HMove}(x_S, y_S, x_D, y_D, C)$ transforms $C$ into a configuration $C'$ with the following properties:
For column $x_D$:
- For $\forall j \in \{1, ..., y_D - 1\}$: $C'(x_D, j) = C(x_D, j)$ (no changes)
- $C'(x_D, y_D) = C(x_S, y_S)$
  If $y_D \leq \text{top}(x_D, C)$:
  - For $\forall j \in \{y_D + 1, ..., \text{top}(x_D, C)\}$: $C'(x_D, j) = C(x_D, j - 1)$
  - For $\forall j \in \{\text{top}(x_D, C) + 1, ..., h\}$: $C'(x_D, j) = 0$
If $y_D = \text{top}(x_D, C) + 1$:
- For $\forall j \in \{y_D + 1, ..., h\}$: $C'(x_D, j) = 0$
For column $x_S$:
- For $\forall j \in \{1, ..., y_S - 1\}$: $C'(x_S, j) = C(x_S, j)$ (no changes)
  If $y_D \leq \text{top}(x_D, C)$:
  - $C'(x_S, y_S) = C(x_D, \text{top}(x_D, C))$
  - For $\forall j \in \{y_S + 1, ..., h\}$: $C'(x_S, j) = C(x_S, j)$ (no changes)
If $y_D = \text{top}(x_D, C) + 1$:
- For $\forall j \in \{y_S, ..., h - 1\}$: $C'(x_S, j) = C(x_S, j + 1)$
- $C'(x_S, h) = 0$
For every other column:
- No changes

An example where $y_D \leq \text{top}(x_D, C)$ and one where $y_D = \text{top}(x_D, C) + 1$ can be seen in figures 3.4 and 3.5 respectively.
In particular the properties in the following lemmas will be important to us. The proof of these lemmas can be found in appendix A.2.

**Lemma 2**: Executing $\text{HMove}(x_S, y_S, x_D, y_D, C)$ takes at most $2(\text{top}(x_S, C) - y_S) + 2(\text{top}(x_D, C) - y_D) + 8$ basic moves.

**Lemma 3**: When executing $C' = \text{HMove}(x_S, y_S, x_D, y_D, C)$, the following properties hold for configuration $C'$:
- $C'(x_D, y_D) = C(x_S, y_S)$
- $\forall j \in \{1, \ldots, y_D - 1\} : C'(x_D, j) = C(x_D, j)$
- $\forall j \in \{1, \ldots, y_S - 1\} : C'(x_S, j) = C(x_S, j)$
- $\forall i \in \{1, \ldots, m\} : (i \neq x_S \land i \neq x_D) \rightarrow (\forall j \in \{1, \ldots, h\} : C'(i, j) = C(i, j))$

In other words, $\text{HMove}(x_S, y_S, x_D, y_D, C)$ ensures not only that block $C(x_S, y_S)$ gets moved to its destination $(x_D, y_D)$, but also that no blocks below $y_S$ in column $x_S$ get changed, no blocks below $y_D$ in column $x_D$ get changed, and no blocks in any other column get changed.
3.2.3 VMove

\( \text{VMove}(x, y_S, y_D, C) \) moves block \( C(x, y_S) \) to position \( (x, y_D) \). This function can be used whenever the following properties hold:
- \( 1 \leq x \leq m \)
- \( y_S \leq \text{top}(x, C) \)
- \( y_D \leq \text{top}(x, C) \)

Our implementation of \( \text{VMove} \) with explanation can be found in appendix B.1.

Using \( C' = \text{VMove}(x, y_S, y_D, C) \) transforms \( C \) into a configuration \( C' \) with the following properties:

For column \( x \):
- If \( y_S = y_D \):
  - No changes
- If \( y_S > y_D \):
  - \( \forall j \in \{1, \ldots, y_D - 1\} : C'(x, j) = C(x, j) \) (no changes)
  - \( C'(x, y_D) = C(x, y_S) \)
  - \( \forall j \in \{y_D + 1, \ldots, y_S\} : C'(x, j) = C'(x, j - 1) \)
  - \( \forall j \in \{y_S + 1, \ldots, h\} : C'(x, j) = C(x, j) \) (no changes)
- If \( y_S < y_D \):
  - \( \forall j \in \{1, \ldots, y_S - 1\} : C'(x, j) = C(x, j) \) (no changes)
  - \( \forall j \in \{y_S, \ldots, y_D - 1\} : C'(x, j) = C'(x, j + 1) \)
  - \( C'(x, y_D) = C(x, y_S) \)
  - \( \forall j \in \{y_D + 1, \ldots, h\} : C'(x, j) = C(x, j) \) (no changes)

For every other column:
- No changes

![Figure 3.6: \( C' = \text{VMove}(1, 4, 2, C) \)](image)
An example can be seen in figure 3.6, where \( y_S > y_D \).

Again, in particular the properties in the following lemmas will be important to us. The proof of these lemmas can be found in appendix B.2.

**Lemma 4**: Executing \( V\text{Move}(x, y_S, y_D, C) \) where \( y_S \geq y_D \) takes at most \( 2(\text{top}(x, C) - y_D) + 6 \) basic moves.

**Lemma 5**: When executing \( C' = V\text{Move}(x, y_S, y_D, C) \) where \( y_S \geq y_D \), the following properties hold for configuration \( C' \):
- \( C'(x, y_D) = C(x, y_S) \)
- \( \forall j \in \{1, ..., y_D - 1\} : C'(x, j) = C(x, j) \)
- \( \forall i \in \{1, ..., m\} : i \neq x \rightarrow (\forall j \in \{1, ..., h\} : C'(i, j) = C(i, j)) \)

In other words \( V\text{Move}(x, y_S, y_D, C) \) moves block \( C(x, y_S) \) to position \( (x, y_D) \), and if \( y_S \geq y_D \) then in the resulting configuration no columns besides column \( x \) are changed, and in column \( x \) no blocks below \( y_D \) are changed.

### 3.2.4 Finding the solution

With these functions, we can now prove the main theorem:

**Theorem**: For any CBW problem \((I, G)\) where \( n \leq h(m - 1) \), the initial configuration \( I \) can be transformed to the goal configuration \( G \) in no more than \( F(h, n) \) basic moves.

**Proof**:

We can apply the following algorithm to transform a CBW configuration \( I \) into \( G \) in no more than \( F(h, n) \) basic moves. For these configurations it holds that \( n \leq h(m - 1) \). \( C \) indicates the current configuration in the algorithm.

---

**Algorithm** \( \text{solve}(I, G) \):

1. \( C = I \)
2. for \((j_D = 1, j_D \leq h, j_D ++)\):
3. for \((i_D = 1, i_D \leq m, i_D ++)\):
4. if \( G(i_D, j_D) \in B \):
5. \( (i_S, j_S) = \text{pos}(G(i_D, j_D), C) \)
6. if \( i_S = i_D \):
7. \( C = V\text{Move}(i_S, j_S, j_D, C) \)
8. else:
9. \( C = H\text{Move}(i_S, j_S, i_D, j_D, C) \)
10. return \( C \)

---
This algorithm builds up $G$ from bottom to top; first every block that is in row 1 in $G$ gets moved to its goal position in $C$, then row 2, etc.

Lemma 3 ensures that every time $H\text{Move}(i_S, j_S, i_D, j_D, C)$ is used, no columns besides columns $i_S$ and $i_D$ change. On top of that, no blocks below position $(i_S, j_S)$ and no blocks below position $(i_D, j_D)$ are changed. Because the algorithm builds up the goal configuration from the bottom up, positions $(i_S, j_S)$ and $(i_D, j_D)$ cannot be below blocks that were moved to their goal position earlier during the algorithm. This means that lemma 3 essentially ensures that every block that is moved to its goal position during line 7 or 9 of the algorithm, won’t get moved again by a $H\text{Move}$ afterwards.

Similarly, since the goal configuration is built from the bottom up, we know every time $V\text{Move}(i_S, j_S, j_D, C)$ is used in line 9 it holds that $j_S \geq j_D$. This means we can use lemma 5, which ensures that every time $V\text{Move}(i_S, j_S, j_D, C)$ is used no columns besides column $i_S$ change, and no blocks below position $(i_S, j_D)$ are changed. Again position $(i_S, j_D)$ cannot be below blocks that were moved to their goal position earlier during the algorithm, since $j_D$ goes up linearly during the algorithm. So lemma 5 ensures that all blocks that were moved to their goal position earlier cannot have their position changed again during an $V\text{Move}$ either.

As a result of these 2 lemmas, we know that every block that gets moved to its goal position in line 7 or 9, will stay in that position forever. This means we can move all blocks to their correct position from the ground up without worrying about displacing them again afterwards. Once this is done for every position, we result in configuration $G$.

**Maximum Basic Moves**

There are 2 lines in the algorithm where basic moves get made: line 7 and line 9. One of these lines is executed every time $G(i_D, j_D) \in B$, which happens exactly $n$ times.

During line 7, at most $2(\text{top}(i_S, C) - j_S) + 6$ basic moves get made (lemma 4).

During line 9, at most $2(\text{top}(i_S, C) - j_S) + 2(\text{top}(i_D, C) - j_D) + 8$ basic moves get made (lemma 2).

This means that in the worst case scenario, line 9 gets called $n$ times, and line 7 zero times. In this scenario we end up with a total of $n \cdot (2(\text{top}(i_S, C) - j_S) + 2(\text{top}(i_D, C) - j_D) + 8)$ maximum basic moves.

To convert this term into a function of $n, m$ and/or $h$ we need to find the average values of $\text{top}(i_S, C) - j_S$ and $\text{top}(i_D, C) - j_D$ throughout the algorithm.

For $\text{top}(i_S, C) - j_S$ this is very hard to compute, as these values will both be completely dependent on the input CBW configurations. Therefore we will use the theoretical worst-case scenario: $\text{top}(i_S, C) = h$, and $j_S = 1$, so $\text{top}(i_S, C) - j_S \leq h - 1$. 
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For \( \text{top}(i_D, C) - j_D \) we can slightly improve this: Since \( j_D \) goes up linearly from 1 to \( h \) throughout the algorithm (line 2), we know that the average of \( \text{top}(i_D, C) - j_D \) cannot be more than 0.5\( h \). This results in:

\[
\begin{align*}
    n \cdot (2(\text{top}(i_S, C) - j_S) + 2(\text{top}(i_D, C) - j_D) + 8) & \leq \\
    n \cdot (2(h - 1) + 2(0.5h) + 8).
\end{align*}
\]

This means the total number of basic moves of the algorithm cannot be more than:

\[
\begin{align*}
    n \cdot (2(\text{top}(i_S, C) - j_S) + 2(\text{top}(i_D, C) - j_D) + 8) & \leq \\
    n \cdot (2(h - 1) + 2(0.5h) + 8) = \\
    n \cdot (3h + 6) = \\
    3hn + 6n \leq F(h, n) \in O(hn)
\end{align*}
\]

### 3.2.5 Other observations

#### Optimality

One thing to note is that the number of basic moves that get made in the above algorithm is by no means the most optimal. As we will prove later finding an optimal solution is NP-hard, but even in the setting of polynomial algorithms several changes can be made to decrease the number of basic moves that get made. One example would be to constantly check for every clear block if it can be moved constructively (meaning it can be moved to its goal position, and every block below that goal position is also in its goal position) in a single move. If so, make the constructive move and then implement a way to ensure that block doesn’t get moved again.

However, implementing additions like this would clutter up both the algorithm and its respective proofs. Since one of the main aims of our algorithm is to be clear, we chose not to include these changes.

#### CBW problems with 1 or 2 columns

As stated before, we only considered CBW problems for which \( m > 2 \) holds. This is because CBW problems with only 1 or 2 columns are either trivial or impossible to solve. For \( m = 1 \) this is easy to see: since there is only one column, blocks simply cannot get moved. Therefore a problem \((I, G)\) is only solvable if \( I = G \).

If \( m = 2 \), blocks can only get moved back and forth between the two columns. Without a third column it is impossible to swap the positions of two blocks. This means the order of blocks in which they appear in the two columns can never be changed. Consider the example in figure 3.7. Block [A] will always be below block [C] in the left column, and always be above [C] in the right column. Without a third column, it is not possible to change this.
a result, a problem $(I, G)$ can only be solved if the order of the blocks in which they appear in $I$ is the same as in $G$.

![Figure 3.7: A CBW configuration where $m = 2$](image)

**Block Uniqueness**

Since EBW was the original inspiration for this problem, we defined a CBW configuration to be one where no block can appear twice in a single configuration. The algorithm above assumes this and wouldn’t work if a configuration had duplicate blocks. However, we can still very easily transform a CBW problem where blocks appear multiple times into a problem that can be solved by the algorithm. We can do this by changing both the initial and goal configuration such that every block appears to be unique: For every block that appears multiple times in the configurations, add a different identifier to each of those blocks (for example an integer). Say we have 6 yellow blocks, we now identify these blocks by yellow-1,...,yellow-6. After this is done every block is unique again, and the algorithm can solve the problem (although some very suboptimal moves might get made).
3.3 Finding an optimal solution

As stated in chapter 2, an optimal solution for Blocks World is a solution that makes the lowest number of basic moves possible. Finding an optimal solution for EBW problems (as well as most other versions of Blocks World) is known to be NP-hard. In this section we will show that this is also the case for CBW. To prove this, we follow the standard procedure of converting the optimization problem into a yes/no decision problem. We then prove NP-completeness for this decision problem.

3.3.1 NP-completeness of CBW

To prove NP-completeness, we need to convert the problem of finding an optimal solution for CBW into a yes/no decision problem. We then reduce a known NP-complete problem to an instance of a CBW problem. For this purpose we will use the FEEDBACK ARC SET problem. This problem is defined as follows:

Given a directed graph \((V, E)\) and an integer \(k\), is there a set of edges \(F\) such that \(|F| \leq k\) and the graph \((V, E - F)\) is acyclic?

This problem is known to be NP-complete [9]. We define \(CBW\) SOLUTION to be the following decision problem:

Given a CBW problem \((I, G)\) and an integer \(L > 0\), can \((I, G)\) be solved in \(L\) basic moves or less?

Our proof is based on the initial NP-completeness proof for EBW by Gupta and Nau [11], and as a result shares a lot of similarities.

Lemma 6: \(CBW\) SOLUTION is in NP.

Proof: Suppose \(S\) is a certificate for the problem, so \(S\) is a sequence of \(L\) or less basic moves. We can then simply perform every basic move in \(S\), starting with configuration \(I\). If the resulting configuration is equal to \(G\), \(S\) is a correct solution. This can clearly be decided in polynomial time, so the problem is in NP.

Definition 3.3 (reduction)

We show that an arbitrary instance of FEEDBACK ARC SET can be transformed into an instance of a CBW problem in a polynomial number of steps. Let \((V, E, k)\) be an instance of FEEDBACK ARC SET, where \((V, E)\) is a directed graph, and \(k\) is the maximum number of edges that can be removed. We may assume without loss of generality that \(V\) is the set
of integers \{1, 2, ..., p\} for \( p = |V| \). \( E \) can be seen as the set of edges \{(v_1, w_1), (v_2, w_2), ..., (v_q, w_q)\} for \( q = |E| \).

We then define the following instance \((I, G, L)\) of CBW SOLUTION:

1. \( L = 2q + k \)
2. For both \( I \) and \( G \):
   \[
   m = p + 2q \\
   h = 2p
   \]
3. \( I \) is defined as follows:
   - For the leftmost \( p \) columns
     For every vertex \( v \in V \), Let \( I_v \subseteq E \) be the set of incoming edges to \( v \), and \( O_v \subseteq E \) be the set of outgoing edges from \( v \). We can then say that \( I_v = \{(i_1, v), (i_2, v), ..., (i_{|I_v|}, v)\} \), and \( O_v = \{(v, o_1), (v, o_2), ..., (v, o_{|O_v|})\} \).

   We then have for every \( v \in V \):
   \[
   \forall j \in \{1, ..., |I_v|\} : I(v, j) = [v, \text{In}, i_j] \\
   \forall j \in \{1, ..., |O_v|\} : I(v, |I_v| + j) = [v, \text{Out}, o_j] \\
   \forall j \in \{|I_v| + |O_v| + 1, ..., 2p\} : I(v, j) = 0
   \]

   An example can be seen in figure 3.8. Note that the order of the edges in \( I_v \) and \( O_v \) is irrelevant. The important thing is that all 'In' blocks are below all 'Out' blocks in \( I \).

   Figure 3.8: A vertex and its corresponding column in \( I \)

   - For the rightmost \( 2q \) columns
     \[ \forall (i, j) \in \{p + 1, ..., p + 2q\} \times \{1, ..., 2p\} : I(i, j) = 0. \]

   In other words, the rightmost \( 2q \) columns in \( I \) are empty.
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4. $G$ is defined as follows:

- For the leftmost $p$ columns:
  \[ \forall (i, j) \in \{1, ..., p\} \times \{1, ..., 2p\} : G(i, j) = 0. \]
  So the leftmost $p$ columns in $G$ are empty.

- For the middle $q$ columns:
  As stated before, $E$ is the set of edges $\{(v_1, w_1), (v_2, w_2), ..., (v_q, w_q)\}$.
  Then for all $r \in \{1, ..., q \}$ we know $(v_r, w_r) \in E$, and we have the following:
  \[ G(p + r, 1) = [w_r, \text{In}, v_r] \]
  \[ G(p + r, 2) = [v_r, \text{Out}, w_r] \]
  \[ \forall j \in \{3, ..., 2p\} : G(p + r, j) = 0. \]

An example can be seen in figure 3.9.

- For the rightmost $q$ columns:
  \[ \forall (i, j) \in \{p + q + 1, ..., p + 2q\} \times \{1, ..., 2p\} : G(i, j) = 0. \]
  So the rightmost $q$ columns in $G$ are empty.

An example of a reduction can be seen in figure 3.10. As we can see there are 2 blocks for every edge in $E$: One for the incoming part of the edge, and one for the outgoing part. This means the total number of blocks ($n$) for problem $(I, G)$ is exactly $2q$. 
Figure 3.10: A graph \((V, E)\) and the derived CBW problem \((I, G)\)

**Lemma 6:** If \((V, E)\) has no cycles, the optimal solution for \((I, G)\) contains exactly \(2q\) basic moves.

**Proof:** Assume \((V, E)\) is an acyclic graph, and \((I, G)\) is the corresponding CBW problem.

Since \((V, E)\) is acyclic, we know it has a topological ordering \(v_1, v_2, ..., v_p\) such that there can be no edge \((v_i, v_j) \in E\) for \(i \geq j\). This means vertex \(v_p\) only has possible incoming edges, and no outgoing edges. From this it follows that column \(v_p\) in \(I\) only has blocks of the format \([v_p, \text{In}, w]\) for some \(w \in V\), and no blocks of the format \([v_p, \text{Out}, w]\). This means the 'In' blocks in this column aren't blocked by the 'Out' blocks from moving, and can simply all
be moved to their goal position. For example, let the top block of column \( v_p \) be \([v_p, \text{In}, w] \) for some \( w \in V \). Let \((w, v_p)\) be the \( r \)th edge in \( E \). We can then perform \text{move}(v_p, p + r, I)\) to move the block to its goal position in a single basic move. We can then repeat this for every 'In' block under this. Once this is done, every block in column \( v_p \) has been moved to its goal position in a single basic move.

We can then continue with vertex \( v_{p-1} \). From the topological ordering we know that the only possible outgoing edge for this vertex is edge \((v_{p-1}, v_p)\), and hence the only possible 'Out' block in column \( v_{p-1} \) is \([v_{p-1}, \text{Out}, v_p] \). But if this block exists then from the previous part we know that block \([v_p, \text{In}, v_{p-1}]\) has already been moved to its goal position. The goal position of \([v_{p-1}, \text{Out}, v_p] \) is on top of this block, so we can simply move it there in a single basic move. This unblocks the 'In' blocks of column \( v_{p-1} \), which can again also be moved to their goal position in a single basic move. Once this is done, the blocks in the important section of column \( v_{p-1} \) have all been moved to their goal position in a single basic move.

We can repeat this process for vertices \( v_{p-2}, v_{p-3}, \ldots, v_1 \). Eventually every block has been moved to its goal position in a single basic move. Configuration \( I \) contains \( 2 \) blocks for every edge in \( E \) (one for the incoming part and one for the outgoing part). Since these \( 2q \) blocks all get moved to their goal position in a single basic move, it takes \( 2q \) basic moves to solve this problem optimally. The optimal solution also can't be less than \( 2q \) basic moves, since none of the \( 2q \) blocks can be in their goal position in \( I \).

**Lemma 7**: For every cycle in \((V, E)\), one of the 'Out' blocks corresponding to the edges in this cycle has to be moved twice to solve \((I, G)\).

**Proof**: Assume \((V, E)\) contains a cycle \((v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_p, v_1)\). This means \((v_1, v_2), (v_2, v_3), \ldots, (v_p, v_1) \in E\).

In the goal configuration \( G \) we then get \([v_1, \text{Out}, v_2] \) on top of \([v_2, \text{In}, v_1]\), \([v_2, \text{Out}, v_3] \) on top of \([v_3, \text{In}, v_2], \ldots, \) and \([v_p, \text{Out}, v_1] \) on top of \([v_1, \text{In}, v_p] \). But in configuration \( I \) we have \([v_1, \text{Out}, v_2] \) above \([v_1, \text{In}, v_p] \), \([v_2, \text{Out}, v_3] \) above \([v_2, \text{In}, v_1], \ldots, \) and \([v_p, \text{Out}, v_1] \) above \([v_p, \text{In}, v_{p-1}] \).

This means every 'In' block that corresponds to an edge in the cycle is locked from getting moved to its final location in a single basic move. We can only resolve this by moving a single 'Out' block to a temporary location, which is what the right-most \( q \) columns are for. We can for example do this with block \([v_2, \text{Out}, v_3] \). Say \((v_2, v_3)\) is the \( r \)th edge in \( E \). We can move \([v_2, \text{Out}, v_3] \) to its temporary location in column \( p + q + r \) with \( C = \text{move}(v_2, p + q + r, C) \). This unlocks block \([v_2, \text{In}, v_1] \). Once \([v_2, \text{In}, v_1] \) is clear and can be moved to its final location, we can move block \([v_1, \text{Out}, v_2] \) on top of it, which in turn unlocks \([v_1, \text{In}, v_p] \), etc. Eventually block \([v_3, \text{In}, v_2] \) will be able to get moved to its final location with \( C = \text{move}(v_3, p + r, C) \), at which point we
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can finally move \([v_2, \text{Out}, v_3]\) on top of it with \(C = \text{move}(p + q + r, p + r, C)\). As we can see, moving a single 'Out' block to its temporary location resolves the lock created by the cycle that its corresponding edge is part of.

**Lemma 8:** \((I, G)\) has a solution of \(L\) basic moves or less iff \((V, E)\) has a feedback arc set of size \(k\) or less.

**Proof:** (\(\rightarrow\)): Suppose \((I, G)\) has a solution of \(L\) basic moves or less. Let \(P\) be the length of an optimal solution for \((I, G)\), so \(P \leq L\). We know from lemma 6 and 7 that the optimal solution moves all \(2q\) blocks either once or twice. Hence, \(P \geq 2q\). Let \(T\) be the set of blocks that are moved twice in the optimal solution of \((I, G)\) (once to their temporary spot and once to their final location). Since \(2q\) blocks need to be moved to their final position, we get that:

\[
|T| = P - 2q \leq L - 2q = k
\]

From the proof of lemma 7 we know that every block in \(T\) is associated with an edge that is part of a cycle, and is of the format \([x, \text{Out}, y]\) for some edge \((x, y) \in E\) that is in a cycle. Furthermore, from lemma 7 it follows that for every cycle at least one of the 'Out' blocks associated with the edges in the cycle needs to be moved twice. Thus, \(T\) contains blocks \([x_1, \text{Out}, y_1],..., [x_r, \text{Out}, y_r]\) such that every cycle in \((V, E)\) contains one of the edges \((x_1, y_1), ..., (x_r, y_r)\).

So \((V, E)\) has a feedback arc set of size \(r = |T| \leq k\).

(\(\leftarrow\)): Suppose \((V, E)\) has a feedback arc set \(F = (x_1, y_1), ..., (x_r, y_r)\) such that \(r \leq k\). From the proof of lemma 6 we know that \((I, G)\) has \(2q\) blocks that are not in their final position, and if \((V, E)\) has no cycles all of these \(2q\) blocks only need to get moved once. From the proof of lemma 7 we know that a cycle in \((V, E)\) produces a lock in \((I, G)\), and this lock can only be resolved by moving block \([v, \text{Out}, w]\) to a temporary position for any edge \((v, w)\) which is in the cycle. If \(F\) is a feedback arc set of \((V, E)\), it means that every cycle in \((V, E)\) has an edge that is in \(F\). This means that to solve \((I, G)\) we can move all blocks \([x_1, \text{Out}, y_1],..., [x_r, \text{Out}, y_r]\) to their temporary position whenever they become clear. Since the associated edges are part of all the cycles in \((V, E)\), all the locks in \((I, G)\) will get resolved by moving these blocks to their temporary positions. This means all other blocks in \((I, G)\) can get moved to their final position in a single basic move. The result is a solution for \((I, G)\) of \((2q-r) + 2r = 2q + r \leq 2q + k = L\) basic moves.

**Theorem:** \(CBW \text{ SOLUTION}\) is NP-complete.

**Proof:** Lemma 8 shows that an arbitrary instance of \(FEEDBACK \text{ ARC}\)
SET can be reduced to an instance of a CBW problem. This reduction runs in polynomial time, so this means CBW SOLUTION is NP-hard. Lemma 5 shows CBW SOLUTION is in NP. Thus we can conclude that CBW SOLUTION is NP-complete.

**Corollary:** Finding an optimal solution for CBW problems is NP-hard, but no worse.

**Proof:** If an optimal solution for CBW can be found, then for any $L$ one can immediately tell whether a solution of $L$ basic moves or less exists. So from the theorem, finding an optimal solution is NP-hard.

To prove finding an optimal solution is no worse than NP-hard, suppose we have an oracle which tells whether the answer is yes or no for an instance $(I, G, L)$ of CBW SOLUTION. Then given any CBW problem $(I, G)$, we can find the length $L$ of the optimal solution for $(I, G)$ by repeatedly guessing a value for $L$ and asking the oracle for $(I, G, L)$. Once we know $L$, we can figure out the first basic move of the optimal solution by repeatedly guessing a first move $\text{move}(g_S, g_D, I)$ and asking the oracle to solve $(I', G, L - 1)$, where $I' = \text{move}(g_S, g_D, I)$. Once we know the first basic move, we can figure out the rest of solution in the same way. This process makes at most polynomially many calls to the oracle.

### 3.3.2 CBW with pre-established restrictions

In the previous section we reduced a FEEDBACK ARC SET instance to a CBW problem. For this problem $m = p + 2q$, and $h = 2p$, and $n = 2q$.

But if we had specific pre-established restrictions on the CBW problem, this reduction would likely not work. Say we wanted to prove NP-completeness for all CBW problems where $n = h(m - 1)$. In section 3.2 we showed that these problems are always solvable. However, since this equation does not hold for the CBW problem resulting from the reduction, our current NP-completeness proof does not work. To solve this, we can adapt the current reduction as follows:

Below the current configurations of both $I$ and $G$, we add a bunch of ‘dummy rows’. These are rows that are completely filled with blocks, and are entirely equal in $I$ and $G$. More formally, if row $y$ is a dummy row, then:

$$\forall i \in \{1, \ldots, m\} : I(i, y) \in B \land I(i, y) = G(i, y).$$

The names of the blocks in these rows are irrelevant, as long as they are equal in $I$ and $G$.

In the case of $n = h(m - 1)$, we can achieve this property by adding $2p^2 + 4pq - 2q - 2p$ dummy rows below the original configurations. This results in $m$ staying the same ($p + 2q$), but $h$ increasing from $2p$ to $2p^2 + 4pq - 2q$. Furthermore, the bottom $2p^2 + 4pq - 2q - 2p$ rows are now completely filled.
with blocks. If we add the original $2q$ blocks to this, the new total number of blocks is:

\[
\begin{align*}
n &= (2p^2 + 4pq - 2p - 2q)(p + 2q) + 2q = \\
&= (2p^2 + 4pq - 2q)(p + 2q) - (2p^2 + 4pq) + 2q = \\
&= (2p^2 + 4pq - 2q)(p + 2q) - (2p^2 + 4pq - 2q) = \\
&= (2p^2 + 4pq - 2q)(p + 2q - 1) = \\
&= h(m - 1)
\end{align*}
\]

So indeed, the property $n = h(m - 1)$ holds. An example of this can be seen in figure 3.11. Here the names of the dummy blocks are simply their coordinates.

This technique works because none of the blocks in the dummy rows have to be moved, since they are all already in their goal position. Since the original problem can be solved by moving every block either once or twice, the only reason to move a block from its goal position would be if moving that block is necessary to solve the problem (figure 3.3 depicts a situation like this). But in this case we know the original problem was solvable, which means the new problem is also solvable without moving any of the dummy blocks, so moving any dummy block would be suboptimal. This means the new CBW problem we just produced is essentially the same one as the original problem, but with the additional property that $n = h(m - 1)$.

Now let’s say we not only have the requirement $n = h(m - 1)$, but also $m = h$. We can again achieve with a similar concept: on top of the previous adaptation, we now also add dummy columns. Since $h = 2p^2 + 4pq - 2q$ and $m = p + 2q$, the number of dummy columns we need to add is:

\[
(2p^2 + 4pq - 2q) - (p + 2q) = 2p^2 + 4pq - 4q - p.
\]

Since neither $h$ nor the number of empty slots change, the property $n = h(m - 1)$ also still holds after adding these columns. An example of this can also be seen in figure 3.11.

As we can see NP-completeness can also be proven for CBW problems with pre-established restrictions, by adding an number of dummy rows and/or columns appropriate to the restriction.

Do keep in mind that this technique only works for restrictions where $n, m$ and $h$ are written in terms of each other, so e.g. a restriction of the form $m = C$ where $C$ is a constant cannot be satisfied.
Figure 3.11: A simple reduction and two adaptations
Chapter 4

Related Work

Over the last few decades, Blocks World has been one of the most popular planning domains in artificial intelligence. Consequently, it has been researched several times before. Finding an optimal solution was first proven to be NP-hard by S. V. Chenoweth [6]. However, in his version of Blocks World, blocks could appear multiple times in a given problem. The version of Blocks World with unique blocks, EBW, went on to become more popular, and was proven to be NP-hard in [10] and [11]. One of the authors of [11], J. Slaney, later revisits this paper with S. Thiébaux in [16], providing multiple improved algorithms to solve EBW problems. It also presents several other results about EBW, such as a method to generate random problem instances. Before this, Slaney and Thiébaux published several other papers on EBW, such as [14] and [15].

Multiple other planning systems for solving Blocks World have been described since, such as in [4], [12], [17] and [2]. Later, a deep learning-approach for solving Blocks World problems was presented in [1]. The results of this approach among others were then used in [5], which contains an analysis of Blocks World state space by evaluating the size of the search graph associated with Blocks World problems. [7] includes a very mathematical approach to Blocks World, as this paper formalizes Blocks World by giving a complete axiomatization of the domain.

Our research analyses a specific variation of Blocks World, where both the number of towers and height of the towers are limited. To the best of our knowledge, there is no public literature about this exact version of Blocks World. Nevertheless, general planning methods such as the ones the described in [3] and [8] can still provide to be useful in planning for this variation of Blocks World.
Chapter 5

Conclusions

In this thesis we have analysed Confined Blocks World, which is a slightly more realistic approach of Blocks World. We have found that solving a CBW problem is a lot more difficult than most other variations of Blocks World. While finding a solution for e.g. an EBW problem is always possible (assuming the blocks in the initial state and the goal state are the same) and trivial, this is not the case for CBW. Instead, there is only guaranteed to be a solution for CBW problems for which \( n \leq h(m - 1) \) holds. In other words, the number of empty slots in a CBW problem needs to be at least as high as the limit on the height of the towers in that problem. We provided an algorithm that will solve any CBW problem for which this is indeed the case. It does this in \( O(hn) \) basic moves.

We have also found that finding an optimal solution for a CBW problem is NP-hard, and the related decision problem is NP-complete. The proof for this can be adapted to fit CBW problems with pre-established restrictions on the dimensions and/or the amount of blocks. This puts CBW in the same complexity class as EBW, and most other variations of Blocks World.

Future research could focus on algorithms that can solve CBW problems more efficiently. As stated in section 3.2.5, the number of basic moves made in our algorithm can still be improved, as this was not one of our major goals. A more efficient algorithm can be made by implementing more heuristics, as well as improving the implementations of CMove and HMove.
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Appendix A

HMove

A.1 Algorithm

In this section we will show our implementation of HMove. For clarity we divide our algorithm in 5 steps. To help visualise this process, we will show the result after every step for the HMove of figure 3.4 ($C' = \text{Hmove}(2, 2, 4, 1, C)$), which can be seen in figure A.1. The values of the variables that are known after every step can also be seen.

Note that we assume $n \leq h(m - 1) \land m > 2$ holds, since this is required for HMove to work.

**Definition:** Say block $C(x_S, y_S) \in B$ needs to be moved to position $(x_D, y_D)$, where $x_S \neq x_D$. We define HMove($x_S, y_S, x_D, y_D, C$) in 5 steps:

Step 1

1. List $L1 = []$
2. $T1 = C$
3. while ($\text{top}(x_S, T1) > y_S$):
4. $p =$ any column for which $p \neq x_S \land \text{top}(p, T1) < h$
5. $L1$.append($p$)
6. $T1 = \text{move}(x_S, p, T1)$
7. $T2 = T1$

The purpose of this step is to make block $C(x_S, y_S)$ clear. It does so by moving every block above it to a different column, so every block above position $(x_S, y_S)$ gets moved away. This results in a temporary configuration $T2$, for which $\text{clear}(C(x_S, y_S), T2) = \text{True}$.

From the proof of lemma 1 we know every block in a column can get moved out of that column if $n \leq h(m - 1)$. Thus, we know every block above position $(x_S, y_S)$ can get moved away, so executing these lines is always possible.

List $L1$ keeps track of the order of the columns to which the blocks of column $x_S$ were moved. This will be used later.
Step 2

8 List $L_2 = []$
9 PosChange = False
10 while ($\text{top}(x_D, T_2) \geq y_D$):
11   if ($\exists q \in \{1, ..., m\} : i \neq x_S \land i \neq x_D \land \text{top}(i, T_2) < h$):
12     $L_2$ append($q$)
13     $T_2 = \text{move}(x_D, q, T_2) < h$
14   else:
15     $r$ = any column for which $r \neq x_S \land r \neq x_D$
16     PosChange = True
17     $L_2$ append($-1$)
18     $T_2 = \text{move}(r, x_D, T_2)$
19     $T_2 = \text{move}(x_S, r, T_2)$
20     $T_2 = \text{move}(x_D, x_S, T_2)$
21     while ($\text{top}(x_D, T_2) \geq y_D$):
22        $L_2$ append($x_S$)
23     $T_2 = \text{move}(x_D, x_S, T_2)$
24 $T_3 = T_2$

The purpose of step 2 is to free up column $x_D$ so that block $C(x_S, y_S)$ can get moved to its goal position there. To do so it moves every block that is at position $(x_D, y_D)$ or above to a different column. We move these blocks to any column $q$ for which $q \neq x_S \land q \neq x_D \land \text{top}(q, T_2) < h$, so any column with empty space that isn’t $x_S$ or $x_D$. However, since we now need to keep 2 columns open, we cannot ensure that such a column $q$ always exists. If we get the situation that such a column does not exist, the $h$ or more empty slots of the configuration are all in columns $x_S$ and $x_D$. In this case we enter the ‘else’ clause in line 14, and we need to use column $x_S$ to move out the remaining blocks of column $x_D$. However, we also need to make sure that block $C(x_S, y_S)$ stays clear. To accomplish this we use any column $r$ for which $r \neq x_S \land r \neq x_D$. Since we know all the empty slots are in column $x_S$ or $x_D$, currently $\text{top}(r, T_2) = h$. We then perform the three basic moves in lines 18-20. This swaps block $C(x_S, y_S)$ and the highest block of column $r$. Since block $C(x_S, y_S)$ is now at height $h$, it is clear, and can thus be moved later. Finally, we can perform $T_2 = \text{move}(x_D, x_S, T_2)$ until $\text{top}(x_D, T_2) = y_D - 1$. Since every other column is full and there are at least $h$ empty slots, this is always possible. Again, list $L_2$ keeps track of the order of the columns to which the blocks of column $x_D$ were moved. The boolean variable PosChange keeps track of whether block $C(x_S, y_S)$ got moved to column $r$ or stayed in column $x_S$. Line 17 enables us to know later when exactly the else clause
of line 14 got entered, which enables us to move the blocks back later in the right way.
We end up in a configuration $T_3$ for which:
$\text{clear}(C(x_S, y_S), T_3) = \text{True} \land T_3(x_D, y_D) = 0 \land (y_D = 1 \lor T_3(x_D, y_D - 1) \in B)$.

Step 3:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>25 if (PosChange):</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>26 $T_4 = \text{move}(r, x_D, T_3)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27 else:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28 $T_4 = \text{move}(x_S, x_D, T_3)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This step moves block $C(x_S, y_S)$ to the destination position $(x_D, y_D)$.
If the else clause in line 14 got entered, block $C(x_S, y_S)$ is the highest block in column $r$ in $T_3$, and if not it is still the highest block in column $x_S$. As a result, we move block $C(x_S, y_S)$ from one of those columns to column $x_D$, depending on the value of PosChange. Because of the properties of $T_3$, the result is a configuration $T_4$ for which $T_4(x_D, y_D) = C(x_S, y_S)$.

Step 4:

| 29 for ($a = \text{size}(L2) - 1; a > 0; a --)$: |
| 30 if ($L2[a] = -1$): |
| 31 $T_4 = \text{move}(x_S, r, T_4)$ |
| 32 else: |
| 33 $T_4 = \text{move}(L2[a], x_D, T_4)$ |
| 34 if ($y_D \leq \text{top}(x_D, C)$): |
| 35 if ($L2[0] = -1$): |
| 36 $T_4 = \text{move}(x_S, r, T_4)$ |
| 37 $T_5 = \text{move}(x_D, x_S, T_4)$ |
| 38 else: |
| 39 $T_5 = \text{move}(L2[0], x_S, T_4)$ |
| 40 else: |
| 41 if ($L2[0] = -1$): |
| 42 $T_5 = \text{move}(x_S, r, T_4)$ |
| 43 else: |
| 44 $T_5 = \text{move}(L2[0], x_D, T_4)$ |

This step moves the original blocks of column $x_D$ in $C$ back to column $x_D$.
These are the blocks that got moved during step 2. Since list $L2$ kept track of the order of the columns to which these blocks were moved, we can move these blocks back in the reverse of this order. This means the blocks in column $x_D$ in the resulting configuration $T_5$ are in the same order as they are in $C$. 
If we come across the value ‘−1’ in $L_2$, we know this is the point at which block $C(x_S, y_S)$ and the original top block of column $r$ were swapped. The block that was at position $(r, h)$ before line 18 (let’s call this block $b$) is currently at the top of column $x_S$. We know this because block $b$ got moved to column $x_S$ in line 20, and because of list $L_2$ every block that got moved to column $x_S$ since has been moved back to column $x_D$ at this point. This means block $b$ is currently clear in column $x_S$, and it can be moved back to column $r$ (of which we know that the top block is at height $h − 1$ at this point), where it originally came from.

Since an extra block has been moved to column $x_D$ (this block of course being $C(x_S, y_S)$), the number of blocks of column $x_D$ would increase by 1 in the final configuration. However, if $\text{top}(x_D, C) = h$ the new number of blocks in column $x_D$ would be $h + 1$, which is impossible. Because of this we move the last block, that is block $C(x_D, \text{top}(x_D, C))$, to column $x_S$ instead of $x_D$. This way $\text{top}(x_S, C) = \text{top}(x_S, C')$ and $\text{top}(x_D, C) = \text{top}(x_D, C')$. This is done in line 37 or 39, depending on whether -1 was the last item in $L_2$. This move is always possible since block $C(x_S, y_S)$ has been moved away from column $r$ permanently, which means $\text{top}(x_S, T_4) < \text{top}(x_S, C) \leq h$.

If $y_D = \text{top}(x_D, C) + 1$ however, we need every block in column $x_D$. In this case we can’t move block $C(x_D, \text{top}(x_D, C))$ to column $x_S$, so line 34 ensures the move doesn’t happen (which is fine since in this case we know $\text{top}(x_D, C) + 1 = y_D \leq h$).

Step 5:

45 for ($a = \text{size}(L1) - 1; a \geq 0; a --)$:
46 $T_5 = \text{move}(L1[a], x_S, T_5)$
47 $C' = T_5$
48 return $C'$

This step moves all original blocks of column $x_S$ in $C$ back to column $x_S$ in the current configuration. We do this the same way as in step 4. Since column $x_S$ lost 1 block $C(x_S, y_S)$ and gained at most 1 block $(x_D, \text{top}(x_D, C))$, moving these blocks back is always possible. After this step we result in the final configuration $C'$, with the properties outlined in section 3.3.2.
Figure A.1: \( C' = \text{HMove}(2, 2, 4, 1, C) \) in 5 steps

<p>| | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>J</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>H</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Initial configuration \( C \)

<p>| | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>H</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

result of step 1

<p>| | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>K</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

result of step 2

\( L_1 = \{1\} \)

<p>| | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>K</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

result of step 3

\( L_1 = \{1\}, L_2 = \{3, -1, 2, 2\} \)

<p>| | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>K</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

result of step 4

\( i = 3 \)

<p>| | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>H</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PosChange=True

result of step 5 = \( C' \)

<p>| | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>J</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>H</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( L_1 = \{1\}, L_2 = \{3, -1, 2, 2\} \)

\( i = 3 \)

PosChange=True
A.2 Proofs

Lemma 1: Executing $HMove(x_S, y_S, x_D, y_D, C)$ takes at most $2*(\text{top}(x_S, C)-y_S) + 2*(\text{top}(x_D, C)-y_D) + 8$ basic moves.

Proof:
Step 1 only executes $\text{move}$ in line 6. Line 6 is executed $\text{top}(x_S, C)-y_S$ times, so step 1 makes $\text{top}(x_S, C)-y_S$ basic moves.

For step 2 there are 2 cases. If the else-clause in line 14 never got entered, only the $\text{move}$ in line 13 gets executed. This line gets executed $\text{top}(x_D, C)-y_D+1$ times (+1 because position $(x_D, y_D)$ itself needs to be empty).

In case the else-clause in line 14 does get entered, the $\text{move}$ in line 12 or 22 got executed, plus possibly one time in line 17. So in total $\text{top}(x_D, C)-y_D+4$ basic moves are made during step 2 in the second case.

Step 3 executes $\text{move}$ once.

Step 4 executes one $\text{move}$ for every item in $L2$. $\text{size}(L2)$ got increased by 1 every time line 12 or 22 got executed, plus possibly one time in line 17. So $\text{size}(L2) = \text{top}(x_D, C)-y_D+1$ or $\text{size}(L2) = \text{top}(x_D, C)-y_D+2$. If the if-clause in line 35 gets entered, $\text{move}$ gets executed twice for a single item in $L2$ one time. This means step 4 executes $\text{move}$ at most $\text{top}(x_D, C)-y_D+3$ times.

Similarly, step 5 executes $\text{move}$ $\text{size}(L1)$ times. The size of $L1$ increases by 1 every time line 5 gets called. So in total step 5 executes $\text{move}$ $\text{top}(x_S, C)-y_S$ times.

Overall, the $\text{move}$ command gets executed at most $\text{top}(x_S, C)-y_S+\text{top}(x_D, C)-y_D+4+1+\text{top}(x_D, C)-y_D+3+\text{top}(x_S, C)-y_S = 2 * (\text{top}(x_S, C)-y_S) + 2 * (\text{top}(x_D, C)-y_D) + 8$ times.

Lemma 2: When executing $C' = HMove(x_S, y_S, x_D, y_D, C)$, the following properties hold for configuration $C'$:
- $C'(x_D, y_D) = C(x_S, y_S)$
- $\forall j \in \{1, ..., y_D - 1\} : C'(x_D, j) = C(x_D, j)$
- $\forall j \in \{1, ..., y_S - 1\} : C'(x_S, j) = C(x_S, j)$
- $\forall i \in \{1, ..., m\} : (i \neq x_S \land i \neq x_D) \rightarrow (\forall j \in \{1, ..., h\} : C'(i, j) = C(i, j))$

Proof:
$C'(x_D, y_D) = C(x_S, y_S)$
The property $T_1(x_D, y_D) = C(x_S, y_S)$ gets achieved in line 26 or 28. After this, there are 2 possible lines where blocks get moved away from column $x_D$. The first one is in line 37. However, since -1 cannot be the only element of $L2$, we know at least one other block got moved to column $x_D$ (in line
33) before this line gets executed. This means block $C(x_S, y_S)$ is never the block that gets moved away during line 37.

The second possibility is during line 46, if $L1[a] = x_D$. But this line only moves blocks back that initially got moved away during line 6. We know block $C(x_S, y_S)$ never gets moved in line 6, which means it doesn’t get moved in line 46 either.

It follows that after the property gets achieved in line 26 or 28, block $C(x_S, y_S)$ never gets moved again. This means the property $C'(x_D, y_D) = C(x_S, y_S)$ holds for the final configuration $C'$.

\[ \forall j \in \{1, \ldots, y_D - 1\}: C'(x_D, j) = C(x_D, j) \]

Blocks get moved out of column $x_D$ during step 2 of the process. However, this only happens as long as $\text{top}(x_D, T_2) \geq y_D$. This means that no blocks at row $y_S - 1$ or below get moved out of the column, so their positions do not change.

We showed above that block $C(x_S, y_S)$ does not get moved again after step 3, at which point it is in $(x_D, y_D)$. This means the blocks below it do not get moved either, and thus the blocks below $y_D$ in column $x_D$ never get moved during the algorithm. This means the property holds for $C'$.

\[ \forall j \in \{1, \ldots, y_S - 1\}: C'(x_S, j) = C(x_S, j) \]

Blocks get moved out of column $x_S$ during step 1 of the process. This happens as long as $\text{top}(x_S, T_1) > y_S$, so no blocks at row $y_S$ or below get moved out of the column during this step. The block at position $(x_S, y_S)$ might get moved out in line 19, but no blocks get moved out of column $x_S$ after this. This means the blocks in column $x_S$ at row $y_S - 1$ or below don’t get moved at all, so their positions never change. Blocks can also get moved out of column $x_S$ during step 4, but these are only the blocks that got moved to the column first in line 20 or 23. This means the property holds for the final configuration $C'$.

\[ \forall i \in \{1, \ldots, m\} : (i \neq x_S \land i \neq x_D) \rightarrow (\forall j \in \{1, \ldots, h\} : C'(i, j) = C(i, j)) \]

For this property we need to show that no columns besides $x_S$ and $x_D$ have changed. Lists $L1$ and $L2$ ensure that every block that gets moved to one of such columns during step 1 or 2, gets moved back from that column during step 5 or 4 respectively. The only other time in the algorithm that a different column gets changed is in lines 18-20. The top block of column $r$ gets swapped with block $C(x_S, y_S)$. However, the initial top block of column $r$ gets moved back to column $r$ in line 31, 36 or 42. If it got there initially during step 1 or 2, it will still get moved back to its original column in step 4 or 5, because list $L2$ keeps track of when exactly the block got swapped. This means in the final configuration $C'$ no columns besides column $x_S$ and $x_D$ have changed, so the property holds.
Appendix B

VMove

B.1 Algorithm

In this section we will show our implementation of VMove. Since this process is similar to HMove, our explanation of the algorithm will be shorter. Note that again we assume $n \leq h(m - 1) \wedge m > 2$ holds, since this is required for VMove to work. We define VMove as follows:

**Definition:** Say block $C(x, y_S) \in B$ needs to be moved to position $(x, y_D)$. There are 3 cases for $\text{VMove}(x, y_S, y_D, C)$ (for one of which we will omit the algorithm):

**case 1**
1. if $(y_S = y_D)$:
2. return $C$

This case is very straightforward. If $(x, y_S) = (x, y_D)$, we don’t need to move any blocks.

**case 2**
3. if $(y_S > y_D)$:
4. $T = C$
5. List $L = []$
6. while $(\text{top}(x, T) \geq y_S)$:
7. $p =$ any column for which $p \neq x \wedge \text{top}(p, C) < h$
8. if $(\text{top}(x, T) \neq y_S)$:
9. $L$.append($p$)
10. $T = \text{move}(x, p, T)$
11. $cb = \text{pos}(C(x, y_S), T)[0]$
while (top(x, T) ≥ yD):
    if (∃i ∈ {1, .., m} : i ≠ x ∧ i ≠ cb ∧ top(i, T) < h):
        q = any column for which q ≠ x ∧ q ≠ cb ∧ top(x, T) < h
        L.append(q)
        T = move(x, q, T)
    else:
        r = any column for which r ≠ x ∧ r ≠ cb

        PosChange = True
        L.append(-1)
        T = move(r, x, T)
        T = move(cb, r, T)
        while (top(x, T) ≥ yD):
            L.append(cb)
            T = move(x, cb, T)
    if (PosChange):
        T = move(r, x, T)
    else:
        T = move(cb, x, T)
for (a = size(L) − 1; a ≤ 0; a − −):
    if (L2[a] = −1):
        T = move(cb, r, T)
    else:
        T = move(L[a], x, T)
return T

The algorithm for this case is very similar to the algorithm of HMove. We first move out every block that is at position (x, ys) or higher (lines 6-10), which is possible because there are at least h free spots in the configuration. The result is that block C(x, ys) is currently the highest block in a column cb where cb ≠ x. We then move out every block that is at position (x, yD) or higher to columns that aren’t x or cb. Once that isn’t possible anymore, we swap block C(x, ys) with the top block of column r, similar to step 2 of HMove. We then move the rest of the blocks to column cb (lines 12-26). This is again possible because there are h free spots in the configuration, and every column besides x and cb has no empty slots at this point. Now clear(C(x, ys), T) = True, and T(x, yD) = 0. This means we can move block C(x, ys) to position (x, yD) (lines 27-30). Finally, we move every block back into column i, similar to step 4 of HMove. We know that top(x, C) = top(x, C′) (since no extra blocks get moved to any column), so we don’t have to worry about moving the last block to another column. The final result is a configuration C′ where C′(x, yD) = C(x, ys), and ∀j ∈ {yD + 1, ..., ys} : C′(x, j) = C(x, ys − 1).
case 3: \( y_D > y_S \)
This case is also possible, but the algorithm to do this is more complex than
the previous one. Moreover, this case will never be called in our final algo-
rithm for \( \text{Solve}(I, G) \). As a result we choose not to further elaborate upon
this case.

B.2 Proofs

Lemma 3: Executing \( \text{VMove}(x, y_S, y_D, C) \) where \( y_S \geq y_D \) takes at most
\( 2 \times (\text{top}(x, C) - y_D) + 6 \) basic moves.

Proof:
If \( y_S = y_D \), then no basic moves are made and \( C \) gets returned. In this case \( \text{VMove} \) takes 0 basic moves.
If \( y_S > y_D \), \( \text{move} \) gets executed multiple times. The first time is in line 9.
This line gets called \( \text{top}(x, C) - y_S + 1 \) times. We then have 2 cases again,
similar to \( \text{HMove} \). In the first case (where the else-clause in line 17 does not
get called), the \( \text{move} \) in line 16 gets called \( y_S - y_D \) times. Then either the
\( \text{move} \) in line 28 or in line 30 gets called once. Line 33 doesn’t get called, and
line 35 gets called \( \text{size}(L) = \text{top}(x, C) - y_D \) times.
In the second case, a few moves get added: The moves in lines 20, 21, 22 and
33 all get called once. So in total, the second case adds 4 more basic moves.

Overall, if \( y_S < y_D \) the \( \text{move} \) command gets executed \( (\text{top}(x, C) - y_S + 
1) + (y_S - y_D) + 1 + (\text{top}(x, C) - y_D)[+4] = 
2 \times (\text{top}(x, C) - y_D) + 2 \) times, or
\( 2 \times (\text{top}(x, C) - y_D) + 6 \) times.

Lemma 4: When executing \( C' = \text{VMove}(x, y_S, y_D, C) \) where \( y_S \geq y_D \), the
following properties hold for configuration \( C' \):
- \( C'(x, y_D) = C(x, y_S) \)
- \( \forall j \in \{1, \ldots, y_D - 1\} : C'(x, j) = C(x, j) \)
- \( \forall i \in \{1, \ldots, m\} : i \neq x \rightarrow (\forall j \in \{1, \ldots, h\} : C'(i, j) = C(i, j)) \)

Proof:
\( C'(x, y_D) = C(x, y_S) \)
The property \( T(x, y_D) = C(x, y_S) \) gets achieved in line 28 or line 30. After
this, no blocks get moved away from column \( x \) in the algorithm, which means
block \( C(x, y_S) \) will not get moved again after line 30. Thus, the property
\( C'(x, y_D) = C(x, y_S) \) holds for the final configuration \( C' \).
\[ \forall j \in \{1, ..., y_D - 1\} : C'(x, j) = C(x, j)\]

Blocks get moved out of column \(x\) in lines 10, 16 and 29. However, all of these lines only get executed while \(\text{top}(x, T) \geq y_D\). This means that no blocks at row \(y_D - 1\) or below get moved, so \(C'(x, j) = C(x, j)\) for all \(j \leq y_D - 1\).

\[ \forall i \in \{1, ..., m\} : i \neq x \rightarrow (\forall j \in \{1, ..., h\} : C'(i, j) = C(i, j))\]

List \(L\) ensures that every block that gets moved out of column \(x\), eventually gets moved back in line 34. The only other time in the algorithm that a different column gets changed is in lines 21-23. The top block of column \(r\) gets swapped with block \(C(x, y_S)\). However, block \(C(x, y_S)\) gets moved to its goal position in column \(x\), and the original top block of column \(r\) gets moved back to column \(r\) in line 33. If it got there initially during line 10, 16 or 25, it will still get moved back to its original column in line 34 because of list \(L\). This means in the final configuration \(C'\) no columns besides column \(x\) will have changed, so the property holds.